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Instruments for pollution control
Issues we will explore today:
 Optimal pollution level?
 Regulatory instruments for pollution control

(command and control)
 Market based instruments for pollution control

The optimal pollution level
 The optimal pollution level: From an economic perspective the socially optimal

level of pollution occurs when the marginal benefit of the last unit of pollution exactly
equals the marginal cost of pollution (MB=MC).
- net benefits are maximised

The optimum pollution level
 The optimal level of pollution is not zero.
 Remember we confront this principle every day (e.g. damage caused by car accidents)
 Since we value the benefits of automobiles, we take steps to reduce accidents (e.g. using speed

limits) only to the extent that the costs of accident reduction are commensurate with the damage
reduction achieved – efficient level of car accidents is not zero


Note: In certain circumstances the optimal pollution level may be zero or at least close to it. This occurs when the
marginal cost of even the first unit of production is so severe that it is higher than the marginal benefits from even
producing one unit of a particular good - e.g. lead, radiation etc.

The optimal pollution level
 The optimal pollution level: From an economic perspective the socially optimal

level of pollution occurs when the marginal benefit of the last unit of pollution exactly
equals the marginal cost of pollution (MB=MC).
- net benefits are maximised

Why do we typically not get to this point (MB = MC)?

The optimal pollution level
 The optimal pollution level: From an economic perspective the socially optimal

level of pollution occurs when the marginal benefit of the last unit of pollution exactly
equals the marginal cost of pollution (MB=MC).
- net benefits are maximised

Why do we typically not get to this point?
 If all of the externalities of pollution are accounted for, the resulting level of pollution

will be optimal (externalities are fully internalised)

Economic Optimum Level of Pollution

Private vs Social Cost of Pollution

Why Pollution control/policy intervention is often necessary
 Externalities are often not fully internalised
 Economic analysis can help us to formulate efficient policies and analyse the pros and cons of

different approaches: Different approaches may be preferable in different circumstances

Why Pollution control/policy intervention is often necessary
 Externalities are often not fully internalised
 Economic analysis can help us to formulate efficient policies and analyse the pros and cons of

different approaches: Different approaches may be preferable in different circumstances
 2 basic approaches

A) Standards (command and control)
- Emission (pollution) standards
- Technology based regulations

B)Market based instruments
- Emission (Pigovian) taxes
- Tradable pollution permits

Emission standards v market based instruments
 First two are classified as regulatory approaches (command and control)

 Last two can be thought of as market based approaches (economists really like these) as they

encourage appropriate behaviour through price signals
- align financial incentives with environmental objectives

Emission standards
 Emissions standards (Command and Control Approach): A legal limit on the amount

of the pollutant an individual source is allowed to emit
- forces everyone to implement the same pollution control strategies,
regardless of the relative costs to them of this burden
 Clear advantage is that standards specify a definite result.
 Problem of inflexibility - Will it make sense to have the same rule for every plant?
 Often successful in limiting emissions but it frequently does so in an unduly

expensive way

CAFE Standards and Actual Average Fuel Economy for New Passenger Cars, 1978-2011
Corporate average fuel economy (CAFE ) standards have governed the
actual fuel economy achieved by the U.S. vehicle fleet. They remained
unaltered from 1984 to 2010, leading to a lack of progress in fuel
efficiency over this period.
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Technology based approaches
 Firms adopt the best available control technology (BACT)

- e.g. effluents and air pollution
 May create little incentive (even hide) innovation
- if a firm invents a new technology for pollution control that increases
costs it may withhold the technology from regulators

 Main advantage is that a BACT may require little oversight-

enforcement and monitoring costs could be relatively low

Market based approaches –
harness the power of the market!
 Market-based instruments encourage appropriate

environmental behaviour through price signals rather
than explicit instructions

 Leave the choice of how to accomplish environmental goals up to

the companies themselves
- uses market forces as a tool for environmental
policy

 In contrast command and control forces everyone to introduce the

same policies irrespective of the relative burden.

 Substantial savings over command and control approach

Market based approaches: Emission
charges (pigouvian taxes)
 Emissions charges (e.g. taxes): A fee collected by government levied on each unit of

pollutant emitted
- reflects the principle of internalizing externalities
 For any given tax levels producers response will be economically efficient

- those with high control costs will reduce less, but pay a higher total charge
 While for producers their response will be economically efficient the outcome may not

be efficient from a society's perspective as we rarely have a precise measure of damages
in economic terms (tax may be set too high or too low)

Emission charges versus emission
standards
 Emission charges are better than emission standards in a number of ways:

- The firms now control in the least cost manner relative to each other, without the
government knowing the costs of pollution control for each firm
 The end result will be a substantial savings in the total cost of pollution control,

as compared to forcing all firms to reduce pollution to exactly the same level or
to employ the same equipment

.
 Firms have an incentive to adopt new technologies in pollution control, while standards

create incentives for firms to hide new control technologies.

 It pays firms to clean up a bit more if a sufficiently low cost method (technology or process)

of doing so can be identified and adopted.
An iterative method can be used to achieve the efficient allocation by comparing the pollution
abatement goal with actual impacts (can however be costly and time-consuming)

Market based instruments:
Transferable pollution permits
 One disadvantage of emission charges (taxes) is that it is difficult to

predict the total amount of pollution reduction a given charge will
produce
 Transferable pollution permits offer the chance of more definite reductions
 Firms can choose for themselves whether to reduce pollution or to purchase permits

for the pollution they emit – but the total volume of pollution emitted by all firms
cannot exceed a maximum amount set by the total number of permits

Market based instruments: Transferable
pollution permits
 How do we allocate permits in a tradable permit system?
 US clean air act – aim to control sulphur dioxide in the context of acid rain

reduction
 Initially allocated to the 263 most polluting units.
 Units were allowed to trade the permits and significant emission reductions

were achieved
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tUb3MDrgEc

Other market based instruments
 Deposit refund schemes: refund is given when reusable packaging is returned
 Security deposits: A security is posted with the regulator prior to the conduct of

an activity with which there is an associated risk of environmental damage
- elicits precautionary action

The effect of technological change
 Charges/taxes stimulate the development of newer, cheaper means of controlling

emissions as well as promoting technological progress
firm saves money by adopting cheaper new technologies – technology advances will lead to
further pollution reductions
 Control authorities base the emission standards on specific technologies

As new technologies are discovered by the control authority the standards are tightened.
- Therefore with emissions standards firms have an incentive to hide
technological changes from the control authority
 What is the impact of technological advances on the level of pollution with permits?

Other Policy Dimensions
 Product Charges: An Indirect Form of Environmental Taxation
 One strategy is to tax the commodity that is most directly responsible

for the emissions, rather than the emission themselves.

Choosing a pollution control policy in
practice?
 Will a market based instrument for pollution control be

appropriate in all circumstances?
 A major factor in formulating effective pollution control policies is the nature

of the pollution involved.
- are the effects primarily local, regional or global or do the effects increase linearly or are there threshold effects

 Consider a heavy metal pollutant such as lead which poses a grave health threat

to those living in the vicinity of the plant?
 Which instrument is best in any given situation depends upon a variety of

characteristics of the environmental problem

Summary of Characteristics of Pollution Policy
Approaches

Is policy economically
efficient?
Does policy create an
incentive for innovation?
Does policy require
monitoring?
Does policy generate
public revenues?
Does policy provide direct
control over pollution
levels?
Can policy eliminate
hotspots?

Pollution
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approaches

Pollution taxes

Tradable permit
system

No

No

Yes

Yes

Only for meeting
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Generally no

Yes, resulting in
lower pollution

Yes, resulting in
lower permit price
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Minimal
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Yes, if permits
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Other advantages of
policy?

Allows for flexibility
in meeting
standards

Other disadvantages of
policy?

Possibly no
incentive to go
beyond the
standard

Can lead to lower
Individuals or
Revenues can be
costs for the best
organizations can
used to lower
available control
buy and retire
other taxes
technology
permits

Doesn’t allow for
flexibility

Taxes generally
politically
unpopular

Permit system
can be difficult to
understand

Useful reading – see VLE for
further material
 Chapter 16: Pollution analysis and policy in Environmental and Natural

Resource Economics by Harris and Roach
 Market based environmental policies by Robert Stavins and Bradley

Whitehead. Available at:
http://www.rff.org/files/sharepoint/WorkImages/Download/RFF-DP-9826.pdf
 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9tUb3MDrgEc

